Abstract-This paper put forward a method for speaker recognition and speech emotion recognition based on GMM. The reason of using this model is its ability to the dependency among extracted speech signal feature vectors and the multimodality in their distribution. Firstly, we extracted the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) from each frame of the speech signal as speech features, and then apply Gaussian mixture model as a statistical classifier. The results of experiment show that we proposed method is effective than others.
INTRODUCTION
Speaker recognition and emotion recognition is an comprehensive research project which crosswise uses psychology, pattern recognition, speech signal processing and artificial intelligence. Speaker recognition is the identification of the people who is speaking by the characteristics of their voices. Speaker recognition is contains of speaker identification and speaker verification. The methods of speaker recognition can be divided into text independent and text dependent [1] . However, every person has different emotions when they are talking. The person's voice not only provides the meaning of spoken words, but also contains speaker dependent characteristics. For examples, the identity, the gender, the emotional state or the age of the speaker and so on. Especially in the criminal investigation of the police and military, it can get important applications. For example, in a variety of telephone extortion, kidnapping, telephone personal attacks and other cases, voiceprint recognition technology can find out suspect from record, and when the suspect is at trial, can analyze the implicit emotional of the suspect. Speaker recognition and emotion recognition plays an important role in not only security field but also human-computer interaction field. In the computer speech recognition system, the recognition accuracy rate for emotional speech is only 50% ~ 60% [2] , while an accuracy of 90% is achieved in neutral voice recognition. If we can consider the emotion information of the speech signal, the intelligentization and personification of artificial intellegence will be improved correspondingly, and the barriers between people and machines can be eliminated. Therefore, speaker recognition and emotion recognition research has gotten more and more attention in the field of speech signal processing.
Speaker recognition system contains feature extraction, model training, pattern matching, and logical judgments. In the earlier study, the speaker recognition experienced three stages: human ear recognition, spectrogram recognition and the machine automatical recognition. The research focuses have been transferred, from the feature parameters selection and extraction to the speaker recognition model. Representative of the characteristic parameters are: voice short-term energy, pitch, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and so on. The current in feature matching methods used in speaker recognition include Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Vector Quantization (VQ), Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and the combination of these methods techniques. Similarly, the speech emotion recognition also needs to extract short acoustic and prosody's feature parameters reflecting emotion, and distinguish through a variety of classifier means. There are currently more popular method, Vector Quantization (VQ), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Gaussian mixture model (GMM), K Nearest Neighbor method(KNN), Artificial Neural Networks(ANN) and so on. Although speaker identification and emotion recognition both belong to the scope of speech signal processing, their approach have different points and also the same place. For the same place, we can use the same features and the same method. However, the obvious differences exist in their different models, that is, speaker recognition part is to establish everyone's speak model, however, emotion recognition is to build the emotion model. In this paper, GMM model is used to deal with speaker identification and emotion recognition problems, which its simpleness, flexibility and robustness, has been widely applied to the field of speech recognition.
II. MFCC
It is show that MFCC can seize the acoustic characteristics for speech emotion recognition, speaker recognition, and so on [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Psychophysical studies have shown that people sensation of the frequency contents of sounds for speech signals follow a nonlinear scale. In a 3rd International Conference on Electric and Electronics (EEIC 2013) word, each tone with an actual frequency measured in Hz, a subjective pitch is measured on a scale called the 'mel' scale. The mel-frequency scale follows a linear scale when frequency spacing between 0 and 1000HZ, but a logarithmic spacing above 1000Hz.As a reference point, the pitch which is a 1kHz tone and 40db above the perceptual hearing threshold, is defined as 1000mels. So we always compute the mels by using the following approximate formula for a given frequency f in Hz: mel f F 2595 lg 1 700
First, x(n) is transferred into frequency domain form the time domain signal by an M point discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
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In the next step, for the log Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC), the discrete cosine transform is done for transforming the mel coefficients back to time domain form frequency domain.
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Where, K=1, 2,…,K. For a T training vectors, 1 2 T X (X X , ,X ) = … uur uuur uuu r ， , The GMM likelihood, assuming independence of each other the vectors , can be written as following,
III. GMM MODEL SPEAKER AND EMOTION RECOGNITION

A. The concept of GMM
In the log domain, it can be written as following:
B. GMM model speaker and emotion recognition model
We consider using GMM recognition system to solve the problem of speaker recognition and speech emotion recognition. In the testing phase, it is essential to judge from a given set of emotions the one, which is most likely produced by a certain unknown testing utterances. Assuming all the emotions or speakers have same prior probability, the Bayesian decision rule reduces to the ML decision rule. X means the speech feature vectors which can be extracted from the test utterance, the index denotes the most likely emotion or speaker, * i produced by the unknown testing utterance is given by the following formula,
is called the speaker acoustic model, P(X) is the prior speaker information.GMM recognition system as show in Figure 1 .
C. Algorithm
• First, the training speech samples after preprocessing and feature extraction, this paper mainly extracted MFCC and its first and second order differential for speaker recognition and emotion recognition.
• In These MFCCs which will be normalized can be used as the speech features for training a claimed speaker model or emotion model via GMM, and the GMM model is trained GMM1, GMM2, ..., GMMN (Where, N means how many the number of speakers or emotion kinds) as reference model.
• Input the speech to be tested data for speaker recognition and speech emotion recognition.
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
We use the CASIA emotional speech database to do the experiment. This database contains 1200 utterances which were collected from 4 speakers (2 male and 2 female), each of the 4 speakers read 50 sentences with the following six different emotions: happy, angry, surprise, neutral, fear and sad. The sampling frequency for all utterances is 16000 Hz. The simulations select a total of 120 samples of four different emotions (happy, angry, neutral, fear) as a test. In the speaker recognition part, because of the need for large amount of voice and data, some other speakers joined.
In speaker recognition part, we use vector quantization VQ method to do a comparison, in which, the feature parameters are MFCC, vector quantization recognition rate is 83.3%, and the proposed method is 88%. In Emotion recognition part, KNN be used as comparison, its average recognition rate is 61%, and the proposed method is 73%. From the experiment results recognition rate of this method, we can conclusion that based on a combination of MFCC and GMM model with speaker identification, are better than the vector quantization method, and its emotion recognition rate is better than the KNN method. Therefore, compared to the general, GMM model in speech recognition method has some advantages.
V. SUMMARY
This paper we put forward a method for speaker recognition and speech emotion recognition based on GMM, the results show that the proposed method is feasible, but there are still too much room for improvement, for instance, the characteristic parameter selection is relatively simple, in the next step we will try to use more characteristic parameter identification.
